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'KING OF THE MOUNTIES'

with

ALLAN LANE - GILBERT EMERY
RUSSELL HICKS - PEGGY DRAKE
GEORGE IRVING - ABNER BIBERMAN

William Witney — Director

Based on Zane Grey's
"KING OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED"

A REPUBLIC SERIAL
In 12 Chapters
“KING OF THE MOUNTIES”

CAST

Sergeant King — ALLAN LANE
Commander Morrison — GILBERT EMERY
Marshal Carleton — RUSSELL HICKS
Carol Brent — PEGGY DRAKE
Professor Brent — GEORGE IRVING
Admiral Yamata — ABNER BIBERMAN
Marshal Von Horst — WILLIAM VAUGHN
Count Baroni — NESTOR PAIVA
Blake — BRADLEY PAGE
Harper — DOUGLAS DUMBRILLE
Ross — WILLIAM BAKEWELL
Pierre — DUNCAN RENALDO
Collins — FRANCIS FORD
Lewis — JAY NOVELLO
Stark — ANTHONY WARDE
Radio Announcer — NORMAN NESBITT
Lane — JOHN HIESTAND
Sato — ALLEN JUNG
Jap Bombardier — PAUL FUNG
Craig — ARVON DALE

with

Allan Lane • Gilbert Emery
Russell Hicks • Peggy Drake
George Irving • Abner Biberman

THE MOUNTIES TRAP
THE AXIS FIFTH COLUMN
IN A SMASH SERIAL
PACKED WITH ACTION!

STORY

UNDER the supervision of Admiral Yamata (Abner Biberman), Count Baroni (Nestor Paiva), and Marshal Von Horst (William Vaughn), chiefs of the Axis Fifth Column in that country, Canada is being bombed mercilessly by a mysterious enemy plane called the “Falcon.” No one can identify the plane until Professor Brent, an American inventor (George Irving), and his daughter, Carol (Peggy Drake), arrive with a new type of plane detector. Since the detector is a threat to their work in preparing western Canada for an invasion, the enemy agents have Brent kidnapped by Gil Harper (Douglas Dumbrille), their local “Quisling.” Sergeant King (Allan Lane) of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police air patrol attempts to rescue Brent, but the inventor is killed when a plane in which he is held captive crashes into the river boat.

Carol Brent determines to carry on her father’s work, and with King’s aid, twice prevents the enemy agents from capturing the plane detector. King later learns that Blake (Bradley Page) and Stark (Anthony Warde), two of the spy ring’s operatives, are plotting to blast a special munitions train while it is crossing the Royal Gorge Bridge. He contacts the Mounted Police Post and has guards sent to protect the bridge. Unable to get past the guards, the enemy agents decide to use a remote-controlled torpedo. While they are testing this weapon, Carol’s plane detector picks up the sound of its motors and guides King to its location. King attacks, but is unable to prevent the torpedo from being projected. He takes a plane in pursuit, and attempts to explode it with machine-gun fire. When this fails,

he sends the plane straight toward the torpedo, bailing out a split second before they meet in mid-air.

A few nights later, saboteurs attempt to destroy an important oil field. They manage to set fire to one well, but are stopped by King before they can finish their work. A plot to blow up the Lakeside Munitions Terminal is also thwarted by King and other members of the Mounted Police patrol. The chiefs of the spy ring, desperate because of the failure of all their attacks, start a nation-wide bombing of civilian property in order to draw guards from defense projects. When King learns that the saboteurs are manufacturing their own explosives, he finds their secret factory and destroys it.

After an attempt to blow up the great Victoria Dam fails, the enemy agents make one last attack on the cabin in which the plane detector is hidden. Carol destroys the detector, but is captured and taken to the crater of a volcano, where the spy ring makes its headquarters. Learning that Gil Harper has led this raid, King trails the man to his hideout. In the ensuing fight, Harper accidentally shoots and kills himself. King then goes to Lost Valley, captures the Falcon plane, and forces the pilot to take him to the volcano. He breaks into the council room and rescues Carol from the chiefs of the spy ring. King is attacked by an enemy agent; and during the struggle, a stack of shells is knocked down into the semi-dormant volcano. The crater is rent immediately by a violent eruption. King and Carol escape in the Falcon plane, but the spies are killed. In a subsequent ceremony, King and Carol are honored for their work in ridding Canada of its Fifth Column.

Chapter Titles

Ep. 1 “Phantom Invaders”
Ep. 2 “Road to Death”
Ep. 3 “Human Target”
Ep. 4 “Railroad Saboteurs”
Ep. 5 “Suicide Dive”
Ep. 6 “Blazing Barrier”
Ep. 7 “Perilous Plunge”
Ep. 8 “Electrocuted”
Ep. 9 “Reign of Terror”
Ep. 10 “The Flying Coffin”
Ep. 11 “Deliberate Murder”
Ep. 12 “Let Freedom Ring”